SNOA Volleyball Assignor Agreement
Statement of Conduct
The volleyball assignor will act in the best interests of the sport, SNOA, and officials.
The assignor will at all times treat officials, coaches, and administrators with respect
and professionalism. The assignor shall assign officials based on their ability, without
regard to gender, race, age or other characteristics.
Duties of the Assignor
1. Understand and comply with the requirements of the NIAA Constitution, SNOA
Bylaws, and Volleyball Officials Manual.
2. Assure that all matches, including those that are unpaid or paid on site, are
assigned and accepted by the officials using Arbiter. Ensure that the schedule of
matches in Arbiter is correct and that officials are assigned to each match.
Matches should be assigned at least two weeks in advance. Assignor shall not
override an official’s block in Arbiter without prior agreement with that official.
3. Follow policies concerning turn backs, fines, etc., as specified by the volleyball
board and the SNOA Volleyball Officials Manual.
4. Assign officials to regular season and tournament matches based on the ratings
provided by the Board. If the need arises to use officials above their ratings,
contact the designated Board member to discuss who should be assigned. The
Board will, from time to time, provide the Assignor with a list of officials to be
assigned to particular levels as part of the evaluation and training program.
5. Matches should be spread as equally as possible among available and qualified
officials, including out of town matches and tournaments. The varsity R1 in 4A
matches should normally be the JV R2, and the varsity R2 should be assigned to
the B match as either the R1 or R2. When there is no B match the varsity line
judges should be assigned as R1 and R2 of the JV match.
6. Assign themselves below the top third of officials in terms of number of matches.
The Assignor has no responsibility to rate or evaluate officials, all requests for
evaluations should be forwarded to the Board. The Assignor will not supervise or
organize scrimmages, nor be expected to attend more scrimmages than are
required to maintain their eligibility to officiate. The Assignor must attend
coaches meetings in both the fall and spring in their entirety.
7. Playoff matches will be assigned by the Board, with input from the Assignor.
UNLV line judges will be assigned by the Board, with input from the Assignor.
8. Be at the Sunday SNOA training meetings, when needed.
9. Keep the Board informed of any and all issues that arise in matches which may
eventually be brought to the Board's attention by a coach, or which reflect badly
on SNOA Volleyball, or which may positively or negatively reflect on an official's
rating.

